Cosmic rays propagation in the Galaxy and
intergalactic space

Side view of
the Galaxy

The Solar system is 8.5 kpc away from the galactic
center. One pc is 3.1018 cm, so we are at a distance
of 2.55 1017 km and the light from it reaches us
after 2,800 years. One pc is the distance at which
1 AU (149.6 106 km) is seen at an angle 1 arcsec.
Galactic latitude b is the angle at which an object
is above the galactic plane.

View of the galactic plane from the galactic North Pole

Galactic longitude l
is measured counter
clockwise from the
direction of the
galactic center.
l and b are the
galactic coordinates
Most of the matter
in the Galaxy is in
the galactic arms.

In addition to stars and planets the matter in the
Galaxy is in the forms of atomic neutral Hydrogen (HI)
and molecular hydrogen (H2). Only 10% of the matter
is in the form of He and heavier nuclei.
HI has a density of about 1/cm3 around the
galactic plane and a scale height of 100-150 pc. It is
concentrated inside the galactic arms where it is 2-3
times higher than in the interarm regions.
Molecular hydrogen clouds exist mostly closer to the
galactic center. They also trace the galactic arms.
Total molecular hydrogen mass inside the solar circle
is assumed to be around 109 Msol . One solar mass
is 2.1033 g. This would correspond to density of 1 nucleon
per cubic cm if the scale height is 200 pc.

The matter density is not
uniform. The sketch on the
left gives an idea about the
column density in the Galaxy
2, 5, and 10 deg around the
galactic plane.
The column density at l=0
is not well known. The density
distribution is not as symmetric
as shown here.

The local densities of atomic and molecular Hydrogen
are about 0.45 and 0.2 cm-3.

Galactic magnetic field is also difficult to study.
Most of the data comes from Faraday rotation
study of radio signals from radio pulsars.
Is measured in rad/sq.m.

Other types of data include polarization of starlight,
Zeeman splitting and synchrotron radiation.
Polarization data are related to the transverse B
component. Zeeman splitting and RM related to
the longitudinal B component.

Galactic magnetic field models:
BSS (bisymmetric) or
ASS (axisymmetric)

The field has to decrease with
the distance to the galactic
center and the galactic plane.
The field is not known in the
inner 3 kpc around the galactic
center, although it is very high.
Local regular field is
about 2Gauss and
the total field maybe
a factor of 3 higher.

They may also be different type
of field related to the center
- dipole field Is one of the
suggestions.

Data from Zeeman
splitting in molecular
clouds.

Courtesy of J.L. Han

Data from RM of
radio pulsars.

A graph that appeared recently
in astroph argueing that the
Galactic magnetic field has a
bisymmetric structure.

These measurements are very difficult especially in the region of the
Galactic center. One can see very different estimates varying from
10 G up.

What is the magnetic field
as a function of the distance
from the galactic center?
Also above and below the
galactic plane.
The average magnetic field decreases when we move away from the
Galactic center. Measurements are fit with different functions. The
easiest one is just linear, based on the the local 2 G field. In such a
case the field at 4 kpc from the galactic center would be
2 G 8.5/4 = 4.25 G.
It is more difficult to estimate the field in the galactic magnetic halo.
Cosmic rays, although accelerated in the plane, diffuse away from it and
carry with them magnetic field as they do in the Solar system. Most
models prefer an exponential dependence with an exponent between
0.5 and 1 kpc. Since the field is stronger around the galactic center and
decreases with distance from it the halo would form an ellipse. The details
are being investigated now.

Cosmic rays propagation as a function of five processes
1) Cosmic ray diffusion. Diffusion coefficient D = c/3
2) Cosmic ray convection (convection velocity)
3) Rate of change of particle energy dE/dt. Could be
negative (energy loss) or positive (reacceleration) term
4) Particle loss term due to interactions and decays.
Could be expressed as a function of particle velocity,
interaction length and target density for interactions,
and by lifetime in case of decay.
Pj = vj + 1/j j
5) Particle gain term (from all interactions and decays)

Particle diffusion: Chandraseckar
Imagine a particle moving
randomly either left or right at
every step forward. In order to
be in position m after N steps it
has to make (N+m)/2 positive
steps and (N-m)/2 negative
ones. Both N and m should be
either even or odd.

The probability for this happening is

If the particle position x = ml (l – the step size) and the
particle scatters n time per unit time, one can see the
probability that the particles reaches position x for time t:

D = nl2/2 cm2/s is one dimensional diffusion coefficient.
The larger the value of D is, the more difficult it is
for a particle to reach position x for time t.

is the probability for finding a particle in the volume
element [r, r+dr]. The 3 dimensional diffusion
coefficient is D = n<r2>/6. The fastest possible
diffusion is that of Bohm diffusion when D = c rg/3.

Comparison of experimental
measurements of an iron
nucleus interaction with a
proton (dots) to a MC model
calculation.

Maurice M. Shapiro is
the scientist who
started this school in
1978.

Comparison of the chemical composition of cosmic rays to that of the
Solar system. Note how many more LI, Be and B light nuclei are in the
cosmic rays. SubFe nuclei are also much better represented. Models
predict that behavior with the spallation of C, O, and Fe nuclei.

Formation of the chemical composition of cosmic rays
Primary (accelerated at the cosmic ray sources) and
secondary (result of propagation) nuclei. Best
measurement is the B/C ratio.
The assumption is
that nuclei propagate in the Galaxy
and interact on the
galactic matter
with a probability to
escape from it.

One can write a simplified transport equation neglecting
the energy loss and gain and the nuclear decays

esc is the important parameter that shows what is
the amount of matter that a nucleus traverses before
escaping from the Galaxy. It is related to the escape
time esc through the matter density in the Galaxy.
Secondary to primary nuclei measurements lead to a
conclusion that the average amount of matter before
escape is
where R is particle rigidity (p/Z) and is 0.5-0.6.

One can introduce one more simplification assuming that
no nuclei are created in propagation. The transport
equation then becomes 
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For protons the interaction length is always bigger than
the escape length and proton spectra just become steeper
after propagation from E at acceleration to E-(.
The spectrum of heavy nuclei is changed until their
escape length becomes shorter than interaction length.

The average matter density in propagation can be
estimated by measuring isotopes that have decay
time shorter than the escape time. If one puts in the
decay term in the simplified transport equation it
becomes

A suitable isotope is 10Be with half-life of 1,600,000 yrs
versus escape time of 5-10 million years. Measurements
of the 10Be/Be ratio give escape time between 8 and 30
million years and escape length of 10 g/sq.cm which
leads to matter density of 0.2-0.3, i.e. significantly less
than in the galactic plane. This means that cosmic rays
spend some time in propagation in the galactic halo
where the matter density is lower.

Electrons, positrons, antiprotons
The results of the propagation in the Galaxy depend on the
particle interaction cross section. If the average amount of
matter an 1 GeV cosmic ray sees is 10.8 g/cm2 and the
proton mean free path is 100 g/cm2 only 10% of the protons
would interact. For Fe nuclei, whose cross section is about
15 times higher 80% of the nuclei would interact, so the flux of
Fe is affected much more than the proton flux. Of course, Fe
nuclei are contained in the Galaxy much longer, which increases
the effects.

The interaction cross section is measured in barns
(1 barn = 10-24 cm2). The most used unit is a milibarn,
which is barn/1,000.
Electrons and positrons have much higher electromagnetic
interaction cross sections. Proton- proton cross section at
relatively low energy is 30 mb (1 mb = 10-27 cm2) while the
basic Thomson cross section is 665 mb.
Definition of the average interaction length – the amount of
matter in which a particle interacts once. It starts again with
the Avogadro number. The number of atoms per volume is
n = NAA. In a compound material ni = NAwi/Ai.

The average interaction length is

 E) = ( ni i))-1
In case of air the average interaction length is

 (mb)
If a proton air cross is 308 mb the average interaction
length in air is 79 g/cm2. The cross section increases with
energy and the interaction length decreases with energy.
The interaction length in the Galaxy uses the pp cross
section and density.
The energy dependence can not be faster than ln2E.
This is the (Marcel) Froissart's bound on the interaction
cross section.

Energy loss processes for electrons and positrons
The force between two point charges at a distance R from
each other (the Coulomb force) is
This is the basic force between two
charged particles.
Ionization loss: The energy loss on excitation and ionization
of atoms of a charged particle moving through matter is
(in units of MeV/(g.cm2)) is

which comes to about 2 MeV for electrons in air or water.
Note the inverse proportion on the particle mass M.
Z and A are the average charge and mass of the medium, so
energy loss in Hydrogen is smaller than in air or water.

Compton scattering is a process in which a photon hits
one of the atoms electrons and transfers energy to it. For
electron energy loss the inverse process,
Inverse Compton scattering is very important in astrophysics.

is the differential cross section for Compton scattering where
k and k' are the photon energies before and after the scattering
and q is the primary photon energy in terms of the electron
mass. In the case of Inverse Compton scattering the cross
section is the same where k is replaced by the photon energy
in the electron frame with an account for the angle between
the electron and the photon.

For photon energy much larger than the electron mass

Bremsstrahlung: Charged particles interact with the
electromagnetic field of the nuclei of matter and produce
gamma rays. The energy loss is
The radiation length X0 gives the average amount of
matter for bremsstrahlung energy loss
For air this amount is 37 g/cm2 and it is close to that for
water. In Hydrogen this amount is 61 g/cm2.
re is the classical radius of the electron = e2/mec2
= 2.82x10-13 cm

Synchrotron radiation: Charged particles lose energy in
propagation in magnetic fields. For electrons moving randomly
in a magnetic field the energy loss is
The characteristic frequency of the radiated photons is

Synchrotron loss is
inversely proportional
to the square of the
particle mass.

Production of electron positron pairs is the opposite
process to bremsstrahlung and their cross sections are closely
related. The total cross section is

The energy distribution
of the pair particles
at high gamma ray
energy (top) and at
threshold (bottom).
In order to produce two
electrons the energy in
the CM should be
higher than 2 me.

Production of electrons and positrons in the Galaxy
depends on the models of cosmic ray containment in the
Galaxy. The classical model is called the leaky box model
where the cosmic rays move with certain mean free path
and have probability p to escape from the Galaxy at every
step. The models include interactions of the propagated
cosmic rays with galactic matter and production of neutral
mesons (mostly 0). The neutral pions decay to 2 gamma
rays that propagate in the Galaxy and generate electron
positron pairs. The electrons and the positrons also propagate
and lose energy. One has to take into account the energy
losses in propagation and the probability to escape from the
Galaxy to calculate the fluxes that are detected at Earth.
Have in mind that positrons are only produced in propagation
while a fraction of the electrons maybe accelerated at the
sources of cosmic rays. Positrons also annihilate in propagation.
For this reason one expects higher electron flux.

Positron production in proton interactions in one gram of
interstellar matter (by R.J. Protheroe). This is the first
contemporary calculation done in 1982. Comparison with
other calculations.

Comparison of Protheroe's calculation to older set of data.
The new measurements will be discussed during the course.

Comparison of measurements to the calculation
for three different models
of electron and positron
propagation. This is also
an old data set.
The ratio of e+/e- is
supposed to decrease
with increasing energy
unless there are positrons
from the decay of dark
matter. In such a case
there would be a peak
at ½ MDM particle.

Production of antiprotons
Antiprotons are generated in collisions of accelerated cosmic
rays with galactic matter. Lets consider the production in pp
collisions
pp > p + p + p + pbar
The center of mass energy in the case the particle 2 is at
rest is s1/2 = (m12 + m22 + 2m2E1Lab)1/2
It is obvious that in the center of mass the energy should
exceed the sum of the masses of the produced particles
for the interaction to be possible. In this particular case
the sum of all masses is 4mp = 3.75 GeV. We can now use
the definition of the CM energy to calculate what is the energy
threshold for cosmic ray protons to produce protonantiproton
pair. The minimum energy is 6.54 GeV. At this energy the
production of protonantiproton pair with zero momentum is
possible, i.e. all secondary particles are at rest. In practice
one need higher energy to generate the collision.

Why are we interested in positrons and antiprotons?
This is philosophical question related to cosmology. Why
do we have such huge asymmetry between baryons and
antibaryons in the Universe. We should have equal amounts
of matter and antimatter after the Big Bang, but cannot see
antimatter except for positrons and antiprotons.
If we are able to see many more antiprotons than the number
produced in the Galaxy this would be a sign that we have
antimatter astrophysical objects, probably in antimatter
galaxies.
The big experiment AMS2 that is at the space station now
(Anti Matter Search) is looking for such signals (antiprotons
and antiHelium) as well as for ordinary cosmic rays. They
do not see big difference with older observations.

Ultrahigh Energy Cosmic Rays
propagation in extragalactic space
Microwave background
Energy loss processes for protons:
- photoproduction interactions
- pair production interactions
- adiabatic loss due to the expansion of the Universe
Energy loss processes for heavier nuclei
- photodisintegration
- pair production: cross section grows as Z2
Energy loss of gamma rays

We know how difficult it is to accelerate cosmic rays to
energy of 1018 eV. Cosmic rays of energies 100 times higher
have been detected.
This is one of the reasons that we believe that these highest
energy particles are accelerated outside our Galaxy, at other
much more powerful astrophysical objects. We do not know
what the acceleration sites are, but we know that such cosmic
rays have to propagate to us from large distances.
Intergalactic space does not contain much matter, but it is not
empty. It contains the photons of the cosmic microwave
background that have density of more than 400/cm3. The
highest energy cosmic rays interact with the CMB and other
photon fields and lose energy in these interactions.

The cosmic microwave background (CMB) is the thermal
radiation that remains from the beginning of the Universe.
It was discovered by Penzias and Wilson from Bell Labs
in 1965. Its current temperature is 2.725o. The energy
density of the microwave background radiation (CMB)
can be expressed in eV/cm3. 1 eV = 11,610 oK.

The total energy density
is 0.26 eV/cm3 and the
total number of photons
is 411 per cubic cm. The
number density is important
when we view CMB as
interaction target.

Current number density
of CMB

Evolution of the CMB
number density with
redshift. The CMB
number density
increases as (1 + z)3.
Energy increases as
(1 + z), i.e. Total
luminosity increases
as (1 + z)4.

Distance for z = 0.2
as a function of the
redshift.

Since the Universe is expanding the distance/redshift
dependence is different at large redshift. Currently z = 0.01
corresponds to a distance of about 40 Mpc. At z = 4.5
this distance is 40 times shorter, only about 1 Mpc.

Motion of protons of energy
108, 109, and 1010 GeV
in 1 nG random magnetic
field. All three particles
injected to the right.

In the propagation of the high energy particles in intergalactic
space one has also to account for the magnetic field. We know
little about these magnetic fields, although fields as high as
G have been measured in filaments of matter and in clusters
of galaxies. The fields in voids, on the other hand, should be
very low. The average field is most likely lower than 1 nG.
Lower energy particles from distant sources cannot reach us
In Hubble time.

The type of the field is also very important. We show in dash
the track of a 109 GeV proton in 1 nG random field
and in 4 nG regular field in the xz plane. One can see the
gyration of the proton about the magnetic field line. The
movement in organized fields can slow down the particle
propagation.

Photoproduction interactions
p +  = p +  + ...

' is the photon energy
in the proton frame,
where the energy
threshold is 0.13 GeV

 ' = (s - mp2)/2mp

The cross section for production of resonances with
angular momentum J is given by the Breit-Wigner formula

where M and are the mass and the width of the resonance,
s is the CM energy squared and bis the branching ratio for
photo-decay of the resonance, which is the same as the
probability for photoexcitation.
Most resonance decays produce two particle channels where
some of the particles could be also resonances. For the pion
nucleon decay channel N the CM threshold energy is the sum
of the nucleon and pion mass. As a function of the photon
energy in the nucleon frame ' the cross section is

The most common resonance is (1232) with an average
mass of 1232 MeV and width of 115 MeV. The width is
defined in such a way that the production cross section declines
by a factor of two at E = mfrom its maximum at E = m

We do know how
to simulate
photoproduction
interactions.
Results from the
Interaction model
SOPHIA on
photoproduction
Interactions.

The points are from
accelerator experiments. The lines
SOPHIA predictions

Inelasticity coefficient: the fraction of the proton
energy lost in the photoproduction interaction.

The important astrophysical parameter is the energy
loss length:

Energy loss length of UHE protons in CMB

Pair production process

Kinel = 2me/Ep
Adiabatic loss length is
L = c/H0 , 4 Gpc in this
graph.

Energy loss of heavy nuclei: mostly from a different
process – photodisintegration, which is the loss of one
or two nucleons, i.e. the energy loss per interaction is 1/A.
The energy threshold is the binding energy of the nucleus,
about 20 MeV for Fe. There is also the decay of unstable
nuclei.

He

Fe

The heavy nucleus absorbs a photon and becomes an
excited state that releases one or two nucleons. The
cross section roughly follows the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn
sum rule. The main process is the giant dipole resonance.

Threshold energy (MeV)
for releasing different
combinations of nucleons

Comparison of the energy loss
length of H and Fe in the CMB.
Between 1019 and 1020 eV the
energy loss lengths are
approximately equal.

Gamma-ray energy loss: pair production process  = e+e-. This is
a resonant process, i.e. the cross section peaks when the CMS
energy equals 2me. Radio background plays a very important role
as well as the extragalactic magnetic field.

In absence of high magnetic field inverse Compton scattering
and pair production create a cascade process.

Comparison of the energy loss length of protons and
gamma rays.

Protons of energy 1021 eV are injected in CMB and
are propagated at different distances. The graph shows
the energy distribution at arrival. The propagation code
simulates the fluctuations in energy loss in
photoproduction interactions.

Fluctuations are huge at very high proton energy and
start decreasing when pair production and adiabatic losses
dominate. Higher energy particles lose more energy and
energy distributions become tight.

Formation of the proton energy spectrum at propagation
The injection spectrum is
E-2 with an exponential
cutoff in this example.
Note the formation of a
bump after propagation
on 40-100 Mpc.
The upper graph is without
cosmological evolution of
the cosmic ray sources,
the lower one is with
evolution. In the latter
the bump is slightly higher.
To obtain the observed
spectrum on has to integrate
over distance (time).

Other possible inputs: cosmic ray luminosity

The effect on the observed spectra
is much lower because of the
decrease of the injection time with
redshift – (1 + z)-5/2 for EinsteinDeSitter cosmology (M = 1).

In the more general case ( term cosmology) the relation is

In contemporary cosmological models M = 0.3 and = 0.7
which represents the dark energy causing the faster
expansion of the Universe.
The cosmological evolution of the UHECR sources is not very
important for the highest energy cosmic rays have such
large energy loss that they can only come from cosmologically
nearby objects with redshifts smaller than 0.05. It is very
important, though, for the secondary particles generated
during propagation.

Fitting the observed cosmic ray spectra with protons
requires the use of injection spectrum with index steeper
than 2.5.

Propagation of UHECR nuclei: one needs to know a lot
about nuclear fragmentation.

From: Khan et al

Fits of the observed cosmic ray spectrum with heavy
nuclei accelerated at the cosmic ray sources. Source
composition is the same as the galactic chemical
composition at 1 GeV. (Allard, Parizot and Olinto)

Importance of the extragalactic
magnetic fields. Propagation of
100 EeV protons on a distance
of 100 Mpc in 1 nG field. Effect
will be Z times stronger for
heavier nuclei.
Scattering angle

Time delay

Propagation of UHE gamma rays. The gamma rays are
injected with energy 1013.8 GeV. The highest pair production
cross section is at 3 PeV which causes the dip at that energy.
At lower energy the gamma rays interact on the infrared
background radiation.

Secondary particles generated in propagation
Cosmogentic neutrinos are neutrinos from the propagation of
extragalactic cosmic rays in the Universe. These neutrinos were
first proposed and their flux was calculated in 1969 by Berezinsky &
Zatsepin. An independent calculation was done by Stecker in 1973.
In 1983 Hill & Schramm did another calculation and used the
non-detection by Fly's Eye of neutrino induced air showers to set
limits on the cosmological evolution of the cosmic rays sources.
The main difference with the processes in AGN and GRB is that
the main photon target is the microwave background (2.75 oK) of
much lower temperature than the photon emission of these sources.
This raises the proton photoproduction threshold to very high energy:
Actually the proton
photoproduction
threshold in the CMB
is about 3.1019 eV.
There is also production
in the isotropic infrared/optical background.
The photoproduction energy loss of the extragalactic cosmic rays
cause the GZK effect.

The figure shows the
fluxes of electron and muon
neutrinos and antineutrinos
generated by proton
propagation on (bottom to
top) 10, 20, 50, 100 & 200
Mpc in MBR. The top of the
blue band shows the proton
injection spectrum
(E-2 in this example).
From: Engel, Seckel &
Stanev, 2001

Muon neutrinos and antineutrinos are generated with a spectrum
similar to the one of electron neutrinos at twice that rate. As far as
neutrinos are concerned the cascade development is full after
propagation on 200 Mpc. Even the highest energy protons have
lost enough energy to be below threshold.
Slightly more of the proton energy loss goes to cosmogenic
gamma-rays generated in photoproduction and in the BH
pair creation.

Comparison of the flux
of cosmogenic neutrinos
to the Waxman&Bahcall
upper limit for neutrino
production in the cosmic
ray sources with the same
astrophysical input:
UHECR luminosity
spectral index
cosmological evolution

